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Minutes & Notes of Holland CSD Facilities Advisory Committee (FAC) 

May 20, 2015 Meeting 

 

Background: The Holland CSD Board of Education has contracted with the Western New York 

Educational Services Council (WNYESC) to assist the district regarding its recent school closing 

and grade reconfiguration. The WNYESC representatives include the Executive Director, Robert 

Christman, and Mark P. Mondanaro, consultant, who have a combined nearly 80 years of 

teaching, coaching, Board of Education, building principal, and superintendent of schools 

experience across small rural, large suburban, small city, and Big Five City school districts in 

three different states with the majority of these experiences taking place in New York. Mr. 

Christman retired as Superintendent of Schools of the Grand Island CSD in 2013 and attended 

the Holland CSD through grade five and Mr. Mondanaro retired as Superintendent of Schools of 

the Kenmore Town of Tonawanda UFSD in 2014. 

Prior to this initial May 20, 2015 meeting, the Holland Board of Education released applications 

of interest for employees and non -employee community members to form a new Facilities 

Advisory Committee. All members who applied were accepted and there are 36 members on 

the committee. The committee has a broad representation of employees, students, parents, 

business owners, and community members with no children. The role of the committee is to 

perform research and engage in open discussion regarding the stated issues facing the district 

and community and its work will influence the future direction of the Board of Education. The 

Board of Education retains full final decision making ability for any future changes relative to 

these topics. 

Methodology for May 20, 2015 Meeting:  Recent discussions with the Board of Education and a 

review of recent school district community votes indicate there are varying opinions on the 

recent past and future direction of the school district; therefore, the consultants organized this 

first meeting around five “big” questions to begin open and honest discussion. The FAC was 

divided into five groups and each had a fifteen minute turn in discussing each question through 

a rotational process. When arriving at each new question the group members had the 

opportunity to agree, not agree, ask questions, or add brainstorming points. The meeting 

concluded with one of the consultants reviewing all of the information gathered and answering 

questions from the FAC, most of which centered on process. The FAC pointed out that there has 

been a lot of data collection performed over the past five years and the consultants agreed to 

review such data before moving forward with the process. 
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“Big Question” Review Results: These are the five questions that were posed to the FAC and 

they are followed by a listing of responses, including indications of agreement and/or 

disagreement: 

What were your expected outcomes for the reconfiguration and consolidation a few years 

ago? 

What are the positives and negatives as a result of the reconfiguration and consolidation? 

How are students better off as a result of the last reconfiguration and consolidation? 

How are students worse off as a result of the last reconfiguration and consolidation? 

What problem(s) are we trying to solve through a possible revised 

reconfiguration/consolidation? 

 

 

What were your expected outcomes for the reconfiguration and consolidation a few years 
ago? 

Fiscal savings by reduction in staff and reduction in facilities expenses (4 groups agreed) 

Some expected a “temporary” move of grades 5/6 to the elementary school while 
renovations took place at the MS (groups maintain this was stated to the community) 

Buildings and grounds personnel had advised the district to close the elementary school 
because of the MS’s enhanced ability to energy use “zone” different parts of the building 

The reconfigurations would have been done as discussed and voted on at Board meetings 
based on suggestions from Mr. Timbs and the four committee suggestions at the time(one 
group agreed) 

The decision made was final and the district should move forward (one group agreed) 

Wasted time and money by not sticking to the original plan. 

More information presented to the community members by the BOE and final decision 
made by community vote (two groups agreed; the consultant pointed out that the 
Commissioner of the NYSED has ruled in the past that building reconfiguration/closing 
decisions are the duty of the elected Board of Education) 
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Fiscal instability was NOT expected (one group agreed, one did not) 

Maximum use of all assets (pool, aud., gyms) and fields (two groups agreed) 

Expected MS and land to be sold 

Expected to believe we were “right” sizing, not cramming 

Expected an expansion 

We accounted for declining enrollment 

*************************************************************************** 

What are the positives and negatives as a result of the reconfiguration and consolidation? 

POSITIVES: 

Common campus is good from a transportation/safety standpoint (two groups disagreed) 

Staff knows children very well which creates a stronger sense of belonging (two groups 
disagreed) 

Fosters a sense of family/community (two groups disagreed)  

Cost effective (one group agreed but members want to see data) 

Simpler for administration (one group disagreed) 

HS students closer to elementary students for mentoring (one group disagreed) 

Nurse can cover both buildings if necessary w/o driving (one group disagreed) 

Community became more involved (one notes “more angry”) 

Negatives: 

Crowding (three groups agreed) 

Staff reductions (four groups agreed) 

Having students transported between buildings for auditorium, shop class (four groups 
agreed) 
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MS building deterioration and scavenging (value of building going down) (three groups 
agreed) 

Loss of public resource to community (three groups agreed) 

Large disconnect between town and school (one group agreed, one group disagreed) 

No auditorium/student gathering place (two groups agreed) 

Gym space limited due to the equipment in the half gym (three groups agreed) 

Loss of MS gyms which results in loss of competiveness/practice/conditioning (three groups 
agreed) 

Huge discord in community (two groups agreed) 

Loss of BOCES classroom and revenue (two groups agreed) 

Disharmony in school district (two groups agreed) 

Loss of trust in administration and BOE (two groups agreed)  

Potential loss of building, pool, and grounds (three groups agreed) 

No space to provide IEP accommodations (three groups agreed) 

Loss of programs for regular education students (two groups agreed) 

Negative influences of older students on younger (drugs) (one group disagreed) 

Contributed to declining enrollment 

Depreciating home values 

Administrators that don’t care about the school district 

More stress to administrators and students 

Administrators that are not vested here and are forcing decisions w/o community input 

More homework because of less class time 

********************************************************************* 

How are students better off as a result of the last reconfiguration/consolidation? 
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7th and 8th graders are in a more diverse setting (two yes, one no) 

10-12 graders more mature by looking out for younger ones (two yes, two no) 

7th and 8th graders have better access to peer tutoring and fitness center, sport-spirit 
activities (two yes) 

Minimizes transition from MS to HS (one no) 

Jr/Sr High school students are able to help elementary students with academics (short walk) 
one no) 

No longer in fiscal stress, expansion of some programs (elementary chorus) 

Opportunities are not necessarily limited (one group disagreed) 

Some 7th and 8th graders might become more mature due to exposure to older students 

Since special education services have been reduced here, students go to other school 
districts for a better program in another school district (one person disagreed) 

Student access to the track 

Students can now participate in the musical (7th and 8th graders) 

No disruption for the K-4 kids during the former transition period at the playground 

******************************************************************** 

How are students worse off as a result of the last reconfiguration/consolidation? 

Crowded; not enough classrooms including testing areas for special education students, 
possibly move classrooms instead of office use, hallways-elementary (three groups agree, 
one person disagrees) 

Loss of pool, auditorium, two gyms, outdoor fields (three groups agree) 

Grades 5 and 6, 7 and 8 affected by the loss of “MS yrs” and activities/clubs-something 
administration should look into (possibly earlier bus run/same time as Jr/Sr HS)-something 
administration should look into (three groups agreed) 

Too many rules, NYS (three groups disagreed with two questioning the point) 

Busing students from elementary to Jr-Sr High (two groups agreed) 
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Sit and Stare” policy during NYS test…no space for kids who opt out (two groups agreed but 
it was pointed out this point has nothing to do with reconfiguration)  

Increased bullying toward younger students (one group agreed and one person did not) 

Big age differences between students in each building now (one group agreed, one person 
did not) 

Loss of class time for specials and mandated resource time (two groups agreed) 

Negative student/teacher morale (two groups agreed) 

 Grades 5 and 6 are not being given time to mature and gain responsibility ( one 
group agreed) 

 No age appropriate school activities (assemblies, fun nights) ( one group agreed) 

 Grades 7 and 8 made to assimilate to HS too quickly ( one group agreed) 

 Loss of competiveness, safety, and conditioning due to reduced facilities(MS) 

 Limited practice time and space for sports teams(reduced) 

 Students who have swim classes at the MS have less time due to busing and they 
arrive late to their classes at the Jr.Sr HS 

 Students in grade 6 have reduced time in Home and Careers and Technology due to 
busing from ES to Jr.Sr HS 

 Students couldn’t use MS gym four indoor practice 

************************************************************************ 

What problem(s) are we trying to solve through a possible revised 
reconfiguration/consolidation? 

Lack of Space 

 Technology, special education, home 7 careers, etc. not meeting state mandate due to 
travel time (two groups agreed) 

 Parking space (morning drop off) ( one group agreed but a member pointed out this is 
parental choice) 

 Gym space-practice time for modified, JV and V sports (one group agreed and two 
members agreed) 

 Auditorium space(one group agreed, one member disagreed, one member agreed) 

 Community use-fields, gym, pool, sports (one group agreed and two members agreed) 

 Testing areas and classrooms, lockers (two people agreed) 

 Storage (two people agreed) 
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Safety 

 Pick up/drop off (elementary school) (one group agreed but a member pointed out this 
is parental choice) 

Transportation 

 Busing 6th graders back and forth for tech and home & careers, etc. 

 Grades 7/8 swim lessons in the morning (one group agreed) 

Best use of Assets 

 Athletic fields and pool (two groups agreed) 

 Technology labs in the MS (two groups agreed) 

 The MS building itself (two groups agreed) 

 Two gyms in the MS (one group agreed) 

 Maximizing flexibility for future population/enrollment change (one group agreed) 

 Longevity(sustainability) of school district (one person agreed) 

 Having a closed building at the start of Town detracts from the community (one person 
disagreed) 

 Having easy access to the information to make informed decisions (one group agreed, 
one person disagreed) 

 Put into place a configuration of facilities to support the district long term, i.e.  5/10 year 
plan (two people agreed) 

Areas of Importance 

 Safety , i.e. pedestrian ( one person agreed) 

 Enough space to support academic and community activities (one person agreed) 

 Auditorium for each building being used (person agreed) 

 Unnecessary busing between buildings on one campus ( one person agreed) 

 What is the most effective and/or efficient use of space? 

Fiscal 

 Are we really solving fiscal issues or are we just paying the same amount? 

 Waste of current assets and previous investments in facilities (one person agreed) 

 Resolution of issue to improve community/district harmony and trust (one person 
agreed) 

 Pro-actively try  to increase enrollment by improving community/district relations 

 Generate more involvement and awareness through honest conversation 

 Increase parent and community involvement (in schools-volunteers; attending 
programs, etc.) 
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 Hold more “Town Hall” meetings-in MS/HS auditorium(s) to alleviate transparency and 
district 

 

Respectfully submitted by Mark P. Mondanaro, Western New York Educational Services Council 

May 28, 2015 
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